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INTRODUCTION 
 

Camtree Hunt launches its fully functional combo of camera cage with matte box & follow focus 
that guarantees videomakers to capture high impact shots without any trouble. The Robust cage 
features a quick release system with a back stop that provides anti twisting and is dovetailed for 
a secure fit. Incorporated into the cage is a push button safety pin that prevents accidental       
release of the base plate. This allows for quick and secure mounting and dismounting of your 
camera to the cage. This cage provides easy access to the battery allowing you to replace it 
without removing the camera from the cage. (Note: you can not change the GH4 battery as it is 
0.20mm short!).It adds full functionality with top and bottom multifunctional rod support for   
accessory mounting options and a super tough top handle makes it easy to carry around &       
enables easy handheld shots.  

IN THE BOX 
 

Please inspect the contents of your shipped package to ensure you have received all that is      
pictured and listed below. 

ASSEMBLING YOUR CAMERA CAGE KIT 

 Attach the Dovetail Plate with your tripod plate and mount it on your tripod 

Camera Cage 

Top Handle Dovetail Plate 

150mm Male Rods 300mm Female Rods 

MB-20 Matte Box   

Flip Follow Focus Gear Ring Speed Crank 
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 Insert the 300mm long female threaded rods into the cage and tighten the side red knob 

 Mount the cage on dovetail plate and secure it with side red knob 

 Remove the quick release plate from the cage and attach it with your camera 
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 Insert the camera with quick release into cage and lock  the red lever 

 Insert the 150mm male threaded rods and tighten the side knob to secure the rods properly. 

 Mount the top handle on the cage and tighten the knob to secure properly. 
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 Plug your cable and tighten the knob to secure it. 

 Attach the gear ring over the lens focusing ring and tighten it with the screw then insert the 
follow focus into 15mm rods. 

 Tighten the side and bottom knob of the follow focus to secure properly. 

ASSEMBLING YOUR GEAR RING AND FOLLOW FOCUS 
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YOUR CAMTREE HUNT GRAND DSLR CAMERA CAGE KIT 
ALL DRESSED UP AND GOOD TO GO 

 Use the speed crank for the accurate   
focusing 

 Attach the matte box into 15mm rods and 
tighten the knob 

(SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES) 
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Warranty: We offer one year warranty for our products from date of purchase. Within this period of time, 
we will repair it without charge for labor or parts. Warranty doesn’t cover transportation costs nor does it 
cover a product subjected to misuse or accidental damage. Warranty repairs are subjected to inspection 
and evaluation by us. 
  

Liability: We are not liable for damage caused by products that we do not supply or from mishandling in 
transit, accident, misuse, neglect, lack of care of the product, or service by anyone other than our company. 
  

Contact Us: In case of any kind of dissatisfaction, please Contact us immediately and we promise our    

utmost support and care until you use our product.  


